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WHY, WHAT, WHEN OF RIOTS

Kerner Commission Tells Findings

Huge Spending on School, Aid And Jobs Urged

BY WILLIAM KLING

Washington, Feb. 29—Extensive and costly federal, state, and local actions to head off a mounting national trend “toward two societies, one black, one white—separate and unequal,” were recommended today by President Johnson’s riot study commission.

Racial discrimination and Negro segregation
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Pearlie Golden
93 years old
Shot and killed in her home by a police officer

Untitled (12.6.84)
By Oliver Jackson

"I hope you haven’t died in vain,”
boy’s mother cried at graveside.

WILL MISSISSIPPI ‘WHITENASH’

As the horribly mutilated body of 14-year-old Emmett Louis Till was lowered into the cold ground of a Chicago cemetery many days and many miles away from the watery Mississippi grave his kidnap-murderers intended for him, his distraught mother screamed to the world that his death be avenged. But as time wore on and southern justice began to bear its strange fruit, national leaders, the heartstirring mother and thousands of other Americans began to wonder if Mississippi will whitewash its latest and most flamish atrocity when the accused kidnappers go on trial September 19.

Because the gang-fashion May slaying of Rev. George W. Lee in Belzoni and the courthouse yard August slaying of Lamar D. Smith in Brookhaven have both remained unsolved, the Urban League’s usually soft-spoken Lester Granger has roared that he expects the murderers to go “unpunished,” despite Mississippi Governor Hugh White’s assurances that “the courts will do their duty” in the wolf-whistle lynching of...
IN MEMORY OF

DENISE MCNIRLE, CYNTHIA WESLEY, ADDIE MAE COLLINS, CAROL ROBERTSON

THEIR LIVES WERE TAKEN BY UNKNOWN PARTIES ON SEPTEMBER 15, 1963 WHEN THE SIXTEENTH STREET BAPTIST CHURCH WAS BOMBED.

"MAY MEN LEARN TO REPLACE BITTERNESS AND VIOLENCE WITH LOVE AND UNDERSTANDING"
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Black Lives Matter protests around the world
Montgomery, Alabama

Questions?
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